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SUMMARY

1. Pharmacological and kinetic properties of high-voltage-activated (HVA) Ca2+
channel currents were studied using the whole-cell and perforated patch-clamp
methods in a mouse neuroblastoma and rat glioma hybrid cell line, NG108-15,
differentiated by dibutyryl cyclic AMP or by prostaglandin E1 and theophylline.

2. The HVA currents were separated into two components by use of two organic
Ca21 channel antagonists, wo-conotoxin GVIA (woCgTX) and a dihydropyridine (DHP)
compound, nifedipine. One current component, IDHP, was blocked by nifedipine (Kd
= 8-2 nM) and was resistant to wt)CgTX. Conversely, the other component, I'CgTX' was
irreversibly blocked by wCgTX and was resistant to DHPs. Thus, IDHP could be
studied in isolation by a short application of woCgTX, while l.CgTX could be studied
in the presence of nifedipine.

3. The voltage for half-activation Of IDHP was smaller than that of 'wCgTX by
13 mV. IDHP was activated at potentials that were subthreshold for voltage-
dependent K+ currents of the cell, whereas 'wCgTX was not.

4. Time courses of activation and deactivation of IDHP were faster than those of
l CgTX-

5. Voltage-dependent inactivation was small for both IDHP and I,CgTX at any
potential.

6. Ca2+-dependent inactivation Of IDHP was faster and more prominent than that
of l(CgTX. The time course of the Ca2+-dependent inactivation OfIDHP' but not1,CgTx
was slowed as the membrane potential was made more positive between -20 and
30 mV, although amplitude of the current was increased.

7. Alkaline earth metal ions carried the two components ofIHVA in the same order:
Ba2 > Sr2+ > Ca2+

8. Metal ions blocked the two components of IHVA in the same order of potency:
Gd3+ > La3+ > Cd2+ > Cu2+ > Mn2+ > Ni2+.

9. An alkylating agent, N-ethylmaleimide (NEM, 0-1 mm), selectively augmented
IDHP by 30%.

* Present address: Department of Physiology, Faculty of Medicine, University of Tokyo,
Hongo, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo, 113 Japan.
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10. During the course of cellular differentiation induced by dibutyryl cyclic AMP,
IDHP appeared earlier than ',.CgTX*

11. These results indicate that two classes of Ca2l channels contribute to the HVA
currents of this cell line. The DHP-sensitive channel is more apt to generate Ca2+
spikes and Ca2" plateau potentials than the wCgTX-sensitive channel.

INTRODUCTION

Voltage-dependent Ca21 channels in plasma membranes play key roles in triggering
elevation of cytosolic Ca2+ level in excitable cells. Co-existence of two classes of Ca2+
channels have been reported in wide varieties of cells (Carbone & Swandulla, 1989;
Bean, 1989; Hess, 1990). One class is activated by small depolarizations and
subsequently inactivated (low-voltage-activated, LVA, T-current), while the other is
activated by larger depolarizations and shows less inactivation (high-voltage-
activated, HVA). Pharmacological properties of these two classes of Ca2+ channels
are also distinctive. The HVA current is potently blocked by Cd2 , while the LVA
current is blocked by Ni2+. Further, the HVA currents of muscles are specifically
blocked by dihydropyridine compounds (DHPs).

Further heterogeneity in Ca2+ channels has been suggested in vertebrate neurones,
because only a small part of the HVA current is blocked DHPs (Miller, 1984). In
chick DRG neurones, a type of HVA Ca2+-channel current ('N-type') which is
resistant to DHPs and which has single-channel properties different from the DHP-
sensitive one ('L-type') has been found (Nowycky, Fox & Tsien, 1985; Fox, Nowycky
& Tsien, 1987 b). The 'N-type' current was also characterized as the inactivating
component of the HVA current, while the 'L-type' current as the long-lasting
component (Fox, Nowycky & Tsien, 1987 a; Tsien, Lipscombe, Madison, Bley & Fox,
1988). The latter conclusion, however, did not account for pharmacological
observations of HVA currents made by other groups on the same neurones (Boll &
Lux, 1985; Kasai, Aosaki & Fukuda, 1987; Swandulla & Armstrong, 1988). These
and other findings raised the question of whether or not there were multiple
components in the HVA current (Carbone & Lux, 1987; Swandulla & Armstrong,
1988).
Subsequent work has shown that a toxin of a marine snail, w-conotoxin GVIA

(wCgTx) (Gray, Olivera & Cruz, 1988), irreversibly blocks the component of HVA
current which is resistant to DHPs, while the actions of this toxin on DHP-sensitive
current and LVA current is weak (Kasai, 1987; Kasai et al. 1987; Aosaki & Kasai,
1989; Plummer, Logothetis & Hess, 1989; Carbone, Sher & Clementi, 1990; Regan,
Sah & Bean, 1991). These pharmacological findings provide a more robust means of
identifying one population of Ca2+ channels which is resistant to DHPs and offer a
convenient way to isolate this population in physiological experiments. In addition,
these studies have clarified another important issue for identification of the current
components: inactivation kinetics is not a suitable tool to separate the two HVA
currents. (Aosaki & Kasai, 1989; Carbone et al. 1990).
However, detailed comparison between the properties of the two HVA Ca2+

channels has been hampered by the relative sparsity of DHP-sensitive current in
primary neurones (Aosaki & Kasai, 1989). For this reason, we have studied a mouse
neuroblastoma and rat glioma hybrid cell line, NG108-15. We have found that the
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HVA current of this cell comprises two components, one woCgTX-sensitive and the
other DHP-sensitive, as is the case with the Ca2" channels in other cells. Based on
this separation, we have studied the activation, inactivation, and permeability
properties of these channels as well as their block by metal ions. Systematic
differences in some of these properties suggest distinctive functional roles for these
channels in neurones. Preliminary results of these experiments have been reported in
abstract form (Kasai, 1989).

METHODS

C(ell culture
NG108-15 cells (line 108cc15 from Dr B. Hamprecht, Tuebingen, Germany) were stored under

liquid nitrogen, and retrieved into culture flasks every 2 months. The culture medium was
composed of 90% DMEM (Dulbecco's modified Eagle's medium). 10% FCS (fetal calf serum),
HAT (hypoxanthine-aminopterin-thymidine) supplement (Sigma, St Louis, USA) and peni-
cillin-streptomycin. Two days prior to differentiation, the cells were transferred to cultured plates
containing glass cover-slips. Electrophysiological experiments were made with these plates. To
induce cell differentiation, the cells in the culture plates were supplied with a low-serum growth
medium composed of 98% DIME.M, 1 % FCS, HAT and the antibiotics. One of the following factors
was added: factor A: 1 m-m-dibutyryl cyclic AMP (with 5 mg 1' insulin, 100 mg 1-1 transferrin,
16 mg 1I putrescine, 52 ,tg-1 Na2SeO3, 6-3,ag 1-1 progesterone): factor B: 10,um-prostaglandin
E1 and 1 mmI-theophylline. The cells were used for experiments 3-6 days after the differentiation
treatment, unless otherwise stated. For the whole-cell experiments, it was essential to use the cells
without neurites. These cells were more frequentlv found in the cells treated with factor B
(Hamprecht, 1977). The basic properties of Ca2+ channel currents described in this paper were not
different in the cells treated with factors A and B (but see Kasai, 1992).

Solutions
The composition of solutions used in this study is listed in Table 1. The whole-cell patch-clamp

(Hamill. Marty, Neher, Sakmann & Sigworth. 1981) was performed in Ba2+ external solution,
unless otherwise stated. For recording Ca2+ or Sr2+ current through Ca2+ channels, we used external
solutions in which sodium and potassium were substituted with tetraethylammonium (TEA) to
suppress K+ currents effectively. Patch pipettes were filled with the Cs' solution. Ca2 concentration
in the internal solutions was chelated to 10-8 I by using EGTA. For recording K+ currents as well
as Ca2+ currents. the cells were bathed in Ca2- Ringer solution and patch pipettes were filled with
K+ solution. All experiments were performed at room temperature (22-25°C).
The perforated patch method (Horn & Marty. 1988) was applied to make stable long-term

recordings of the Ca2+ channel currents. Nystatin (Sigma) was first dissolved into dimethyl-
sulphoxide (DMISO) at 50 mg ml-1 and then diluted into the Cs+ solution. Patch pipettes were filled
in a two-stage process: the tip of the pipette was filled with the Cs+ solution without nystatin, and
the remainder of the pipette was then back-filled with the Cs+ solution containing 200-300 ,ug ml-'
nvstatin.

Drugs
The dihydropyridine compounds. nifedipine and Bay K 8644 (Bayer, Leverkusen. Germany),

were dissolved in DMISO at 5 mi. Synthetic o-conotoxin GIVA (Peptide Institute, Minoh, Osaka,
Japan) was dissolved in distilled water 200 pm. N-Ethvlmaleimide (NEM, Sigma) was dissolved into
water at 100 mm.. NEM was used within 6 h after making the stock solution. These drugs and metal
ions (Gd3+. La3+. Cd2". Cu2+. Mn2l. and Ni2+) were diluted into the Ba2+ solution and applied onto
the cell using puffing pipettes (tip diameter - 4 uI) with positive pressure (10-20 cmH2O).
Recordings

Ca2+ channels currents were measured using either an EPC-7 patch-clamp amplifier (List
Electronics. Darmstadt, Germany) or EPC-9 patch-clamp amplifier (HEKA Electronics,
Lambrecht/Pfalz, Germany). They were low-pass filtered (3 kHz), sampled at 5 kHz, and analysed
by a digital computer. To eliminate capacitative transient and leakage currents, a P/4 procedure
was used (Armstrong & Bezanilla. 1977), which was performed at -80 mV. Unless otherwise
described. membrane potential was held at -40 mV where the LV'A current was almost completely
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inactivated (Fig. 1). In most experiments. 10 mM-Ba2+ was used as the charge carrier instead of
Ca2+, since the HVA current was larger in Ba2' and devoid of Ca2+-dependent inactivation (Fig. 9).
Pipette resistance ranged between 2 and 5 MIQ and series resistance between 4 and 6 MQ. For the
analysis of activation kinetics (Figs 3-6), the speed of the voltage clamp was improved by (1)
choosing cells with membrane capacitance smaller than 60 pF, (2) using larger patch pipette

TABLE 1. Compositions of solutions. The first column gives symbols which are used in the text
to indicate the respective solution

External Divalent NaCl TEACI KCl MgCl2 Glucose TTX Na-HEPES
solution cation (mM) (mM) (mM) (mM) (mm) (mM) (#uM) (mM) pH
Ba2+ 10 BaCl2 145 0 5 5 1 10 0 1 10 7-2
Ca2+ 10 CaCl2 0 150 0 1 10 0 1 10 7-2
Sr2+ 10 SrCl2 0 150 0 1 10 0 1 10 7-2
Ca2+ 10 CaCl2 145 0 5-5 1 10 01 10 7-2
Ringer

Internal CsCl KCl MgCl2 Na-EGTA Ca-EGTA ATP Na-HEPES p14
solution (mM) (mM) (mM) (mM) (mM) (mM) (mM)

Cs+ 145 0 1 11 1 1 10 7 2
K+ 0 145 1 11 1 1 10 72

(around 1 MQ) to reduce the series resistance (less than 2 MQ), and (3) electronically compensating
for the series resistance by 70 %. An estimated speed of clamp in these recording configuration was
faster than 36 ,ts (= 0 3 x 60 pF x 2 MO), which is sufficiently fast for studying a tail current with
a time constant around 360 ,us (Fig. 4C). These data were low-pass filtered (10 kHz) and sampled
at 20 kHz. A digital computer was used to fit theoretical equation to current traces with the least-
squares fit method.

RESULTS

Two components of HVA currents
Ca2+ channel currents of NG108-15 cells were made of two major components, low-

voltage-activated current (ILVA) and high-voltage-activated current (IHVA), as
described previously (Tsunoo, Yoshii & Narahashi, 1986). In the experiment shown
in Fig. 1A, examining currents in Ba21 solution, the two current components were
activated by double pulses. At the first pulse, the membrane potential was
depolarized to -20 mV for 200 ms to activated 'LVA' and then, after 50 ms
hyperpolarization to -40 mV, it was depolarized to 0 mV. 'LVA was inactivated
during the first depolarizing pulse (Fig. IA), the current activated by the second
command was mostly IHVA. In contrast to ILVA IHVA did not show marked decay
during depolarization. In Fig. 1B, the peak amplitudes Of ILVA and IHVA are plotted
against holding membrane potentials (Vh). The 'LVA was markedly reduced at
depolarized Vh, which is consistent with 'LVA in other cells (Carbone & Swandulla,
1989), except that the complete inactivation of ILVA in the neuroblastoma cell was
attained at 10-20 mV more positive potential (-40 mV) than in other cells (Tsunoo
et al. 1986; Narahashi, Tsunoo & Yoshii, 1987). By contrast, IHVA barely depended
on Vh. The apparent lack of the Vh-dependent inactivation in IHVA was not due to the
pre-pulse (-20 mV), since the same observation was made if IHVA was activated with
a single pulse to 0 mV in cells devoid of 'LVA (data not shown). Thus, IHVA of this cell
could be classified as 'L-type' (Tsien et al. 1988), because it was long-lasting and did
not depend on Vh.
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The heterogeneity in the IHVA was first revealed using two organic Ca2+ channel
antagonists, dihydropyridine (DHP) compounds and co-conotoxin GVIA (wo-CgTX).
First, a DHP antagonist, nifedipine, blocked only a part of IHVA (Fig. 2A and B)
which was evoked by a depolarization pulse to 0 mV from a Vh of -40 mV. The

A

-20 mV -40 0 -40
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0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2
-40 -4 -500pA

B

o0o 4-
50ms -100 -80 -60 -40
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Holding potential (mV)

Fig. 1. Low-voltage-activated currents (ILVA) and high-voltage-activated currents (IHvA)
recorded from differentiated NG108-15 cells in Ba2+ solution (10 mM-Ba2+, Table 1). A,
current traces evoked by sequential depolarizing pulses to -20 mV and to 0 mV. The
holding potential (Vh) was varied between -80 and -40 mV. The voltage commands are

shown in the uppermost traces. B, Vh dependence of 'LVA and IHVA* IHVA was measured as

an inactivating component of the current evoked at- 20 mV and IHVA as the current at
the second pulse to 0 mV. Amplitudes of the currents were normalized with respect to the
currents evoked from Vh of -80 or -100 mV. Each point represents the mean+S.E.M.
from five cells.

-20

fraction blocked was variable from cell to cell (0-100%, mean 62%, S.D. = 15%,
n = 20). The block was more than 95 % complete in 30% of the cells. Second, woCgTX
irreversibly blocked only a part of IHVA (Fig. 2A and B): its effect was also variable
(0-90%, mean 30%; S.D. = 11%, n = 60). Third, nifedipine blocked most of the

IHVA that was left after the application of coCgTX (Fig. 2A and B) (80-98% block,
mean = 92%, S.D. = 4%, n = 57). These data suggest that there are two IHVA
components with different sensitivities to DHP and oCgTX.
We examined whether there was a DHP-sensitive current which was irreversibly

blocked by (oCgTX. Figure 2 depicts results representative of seven experiments
where the effect of nifedipine was tested before and after application of wOCgTX. The
perforated patch method (Methods) was used to record IHVA stably for a long
recording period. Peak amplitudes of IHVA were monitored every 30 s at 0 mV. The
first application of nifedipine reversibly reduced the current by 59 %, whereas
woCgTX irreversibly blocked the current by 32% (Fig. 2B). The second application
of nifedipine reduced the current by an amount (56% of initial amplitude) almost
equal to the first application, suggesting that woCgTX does not block the nifedipine-
sensitive current (Fig. 2B). We further confirmed this by comparing the effects of
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nifedipine on current-voltage (I-V) relationships before (Fig. 2C) and after (Fig. 2D)
wCgTX application. Figure 2E plots reductions of the currents by nifedipine,
indicating that DHP-sensitive currents were not significantly affected by w)CgTX at
any potential. Note that nifedipine blocked the 1HVA evoked by small depolarizations

c pA
200

A 0 0 -60 -40 -20 0 20 40 60 mV
L --40 0 m V -\mV

Nifedipine f Nifedipine
Nifedipine -8TXe 0 Control

Control 400 pA Control D pA
50 mS 200

B -60 -40 -20 0 20 40 60 mV

1000 Nifedipine cwCgTX Nifedipine
C== 0 =

800 * w)CgTX+ nifedipine

.9 600 -8° o Control
0 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~EpA

~~~~ 400 ~~~~~~~~~~~~200-
-60 -40 -20 0 20 40 60 mV

200

0
0 5 10 15 20 25 -600

Time (min) 0:0--

Fig. 2. Pharmacological separation of the two IHVAIS IHVA was recorded from a cell using
the perforated patch method in Ba2+ solution. The holding potential was -40 mV.
Actions of nifedipine (5 4uM) on the IHVA were compared before and after application of
w-conotoxin GVIA (wCgTX, 10 tsm). A, blocking effects of the Ca2+ antagonists on the IHVA
evoked at 0 mV. Current traces before, during and after application of nifedipine were
superimposed in the left traces, and those before, after wCgTX application and during the
second application of nifedipine in the right traces. B, changes in peak amplitude of the
IHVA during the sequential application of nifedipine and wCgTX. Application periods of
the drugs were indicated by open bars. C and D, current-voltage (I-V) relationships
obtained before the drug application (O in C and D), during the first application of
nifedipine (@, C), after application of w)CgTX (O, D) and during the second application
of nifedipine (U, D). E, decrements in IHVA caused by nifedipine before (K>) and after (*)
the woCgTX application.

( -20 mV) (Fig. 2 C and D), while wCgTX did not (Fig. 2D). This indicates that the
nifedipine-sensitive current can be activated with a smaller depolarization than the
wCgTX-sensitive one (see below).

Separation of IDHP and 'wCgTX
We define the wCgTX-sensitive component of current (I,CgTx) as the IHVA which

is irreversibly blocked by wCgTX and the DHP-sensitive component of current
(IDHP) as the one which is blocked by nifedipine. IDHP was separated by treating the
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cells with coCgTX (10 /tM for 30 s), while 'o,CgTX was examined in the presence of
nifedipine. There were two sources of errors in this procedure. First, nifedipine did
not completely block 'HVA left after o.CgTX treatment (Figs 2B and II D), and hence
current recorded in the presence of nifedipine is not a pure ',,,CgTX. The DHP- and

A C

-40 mV -40 mV

mV mV
-30 _ -30
-20 -20 _

-10 -10

0t 0

10 < 10 800 pA

B D 5 ms

'DHP ,(oCgTX
-60 -40 -20 0 20 40 mV -40 -20 0 20 40 mV

0.2 0.2

0.4

0.8

O/'max 1.0 '/Omax 1.0

Fig. 3. I-V relationships of IDHP and ,,,CgTX. Each of the two IHVAS were pharmacologically
separated in Ba2" solution in two different cells. A and C. IDHP (A) and I,,,CgTX (C) evoked
by step depolarizations to several potential indicated at the left side of the traces. B and
D. I-V relationships of IDHP (B) and ',CgTX (D) obtained from peak amplitudes during
depolarization pulses. Each point represents a mean+S.E.M. of five or six experiments.
Most of the error bars are occluded by the symbol.

woCgTX-resistant current, however, was always small and proportional to IDHP
(2-20 %, mean = 8%). For studying 'wcgTx, we therefore used cells which had IDHP
less than 40 %, since this should make the contamination by the resistant current less
than 12 % (mean = 5%). Second, the antagonists (nifedipine and o.)CgTX) used for
separating the current might affect the properties of the IHVAS. We therefore
routinely examined the properties Of IHVA before application of any drug. In 30% of
cells, the IHVA was almost exclusively 'DHP and the characteristics of 'DHP revealed
in this way were consistent with those ofIDHP isolated with o.)CgTX. When IHVA was
composed of both 'DHP and ',(CgTx, it invariably displayed properties intermediate
between those of IDHP and 1('CgTx* Hence, the differences between the properties of
the two IHvAs studied below could not be ascribed to effects of the Ca2' antagonists.
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I-V relationships of ',wCgTX and IDHP
We found that IDHP was more readily activated by depolarization than lwCgTX*

Each of the two IHVAS was separated pharmacologically in different cells and evoked
by command pulses to several potentials (Fig. 3A). The following differences were

A

a

-0 -20 mV

II /DHP
100 pA

2 ms
-40 0 mV

icoCgTX

100 pA
2 ms

-40 mV

a "*v.*** /DHP

b

B

r (ms)

0 20 40

ibrane potential (mV)

-40 -20

Mem
D

lwCgTX
/DHP

-80 -60 -40 -20 0

Membrane potential (mV)

Fig. 4. Time courses of the activation and deactivation ofIDHP and '(CgTX. A, onsets of IDHP
(a) and W,CgTX (b) upon depolarization fitted with the Hodgkin-Huxley model. Both of
I s were fitted with I{1-exp (-t/r)}2, where I was 130 and 205 pA, and Tr was 1 0 andHVA

17 ms, for a and b, respectively. B, voltage dependence of the time constants (r) of the
activation of IDHP (@) andOfoICgTX (U). Each data point represents a mean +S.E.M. from

four to six experiments. Smooth curves were drawn according to an equation: T=

t/+(a+,), where a and , were obtained in Fig. 15. C, tail currents ofIDHP (a) and I,CgTX
(b) at -40 mV fitted with single exponential curves. values were 0-28 and 0-41 ms for
IDHP and lCgTX respectively. D, voltage dependence of T of the deactivation of ,DHP (0)
and ',,CgTx (X). Each data point represents a mean+ S.E.M. of five or six experiments.

noticed. (1) The activation threshold was more negative for 'DHP than IwcgTx;IDHP

was already large at -20 mV (Fig. 3A, 45% of the maximum), a potential where
'wCgTx was minimal (Fig. 3C, 10% of the maximum). (2) Half-maximal current was

attained at a more negative potential for 'DHP (-16 mV) than for lCgTX (-6 mV)

2.0

1.5

1 .0 r(ms)

0.5

0
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(Fig. 3B and D). (3) The time course of activation was faster for IDHP than for ,.CgTX,
which can most clearly be seen in the current trace at 0 mV in Fig. 3A and C. (4)
Tail currents elicited upon repolarization to Vh (-40 mV) were terminated faster in
IDHP than in CSgTX (Fig. 3A and C).

2

/LVA /DHP '/wCgTXl~~~
-60 -40 -20 0 20 40

Membrane potential (mV)

Fig. 5. Activation curves of 'LVA (O), IDHP (0) and ,,,CgTX (X). Tail currents were elicited
uporn repolarization to -40 mV (-70 mV for ILVA) from different depolarization levels.
They were fitted with single exponential curves and extrapolated peak amplitudes were
normalized by those evoked at +40 mV (-10 mV for ILVA)* Data for ILVA were obtained
from cells which had small IHVA' Each data point represents a mean + S.E.M. of five or six
experiments. Smooth lines were drawn according to the equation:

n' = 1/[1+{exp(V-Vm)/k}]2,
where V represents membrane potential. The parameters are Vm =-39-6 mV and k =
89 mV forILVA' Vm =-16 8 and k = II 5 forID.1, and Vm = -077 and k = 8-22 forI.C9TX

Kinetic differences between these two components allowed their discrimination in
recording of IHVA. Treatment with woCgTX spared the currents evoked at small
depolarizations (Fig. 2D), and hastened onset and tail currenits of 'HVA. Thus, 'he
higher activation threshold and slower time courses of activation of I,'CgTX were not
due to the nifedipine used to remove 'DHP These differences were studied more
quantitatively in the following two sections.

Analysis of activation and deactivation kinetics

Figure 4A shows the two IHVAs evoked at potentials where they were slowest to
be activated. The current traces were fitted with a model like that of Hodgkin &
Huxley (1952), which is the simplest model for explaining the macroscopic gating
behaviour of ion channels. Both components ofIHVAS showed a sigmoidal onset upon
depolarization and were best described by the model when assuming m2 kinetics
(continuous line in Fig. 4A). The same fits could be made for current traces evoked
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between -20 and 30 mV. ',WCgTx activated twice as slowly as 'DHP in the voltage
range between -10 to 30 mV (Fig. 4B).
The tail currents of the each component could be fitted with single exponential

curves when measured during hyperpolarization to potentials between -70 to
- 10 mV (Fig. 4C). The time constants of these exponentials decreased at more
negative potentials (Fig. 4D). The time constant of the deactivation for 'DHP was
smaller than that of 'wCgTX at any potential, although the differences were more
prominent at more depolarized potentials. For example, they were 0 75+041 ms
(mean + S.E.M., n = 4) and 17 + 0-2 ms (n = 3) at -10 mV, and 0 32 + 0 05 (n = 5)
and 0 45 + 0 02 ms (n = 5) at -40 mV for IDHP and 'wCgTxI respectively.

Voltage dependence of the activation of 'DHP and l,CgTX
Activation curves for two pharmacologically separated components of 'IHVA were

obtained using the tail currents (Fig. 5). IDHP was activated at more negative
potential than '(CgTx, as expected from the I-V relationship. Half-activation was
attained at -7 and 6 mV for IDHP and 'wCgTxI respectively. It should be noticed that
the slope of the activation curve was less steep for 'DHP than for ',CgTx. This may
contribute to reducing the threshold for regenerative potential responses caused by
IDHP For comparison, the activation curve of ILVA was obtained in a similar way.
ILVA was activated at potentials 20 mV more hyperpolarized than those required for
activation of IDHP
The 13 mV difference between the activation curves of 'I,,CgTx and IDHP can result

in differences in their contribution to the excitability of the cell. To see if this was
true, we examined the voltage dependence of these Ca2` channels with respect to that
of K+ channels. In Fig. 6, whole-cell clamp experiments were made where both
outward K+ current (IK) and inward Ca2` current (ICa) was recorded. Current traces
in Fig. 6A were recorded after coCgTX treatment, and thus represent the sum of IDHP
and IK. Those in Fig. 6C were recorded in the presence of nifedipine and represent
',CgTx and IK. There are substantial differences in the summed currents of'Ca and IK:
peak and steady-state inward currents are substantially larger for IDHP +'K than for
',,CgTX +IK. These differences must primarily originate from differences in the 'CaS,
because IKs isolated using both of the Ca2` antagonists were not very different in
their amplitudes (Fig. 6A b and Cb) and in their voltage dependences (Fig. 6B and
D). ICas were estimated by subtracting 'K from 'Ca +IK in Fig. 6A c and Cc. There is
a 10 mV difference between activation curves (Fig. 6B and D) of the two ICasS
although the maximum amplitudes of the currents were similar (Fig. 6A c and Cc).
This difference in activation is striking in comparison to activation Of IK: IDHP is
activated at more hyperpolarized potential than IK while I,,CgTx starts to activate at
a voltage range similar to that of IK. This accounts for the large observed difference
in ICa +'K. Note that only IDHP appears to decay during depolarization. This may
be due to the Ca2+-dependent inactivation of IDHP studied below.

Voltage-dependent inactivation of I and '1CgTX
Pronounced voltage-dependent inactivation of the 'N-type' current is an

important means of distinguishing this current from the 'L-type' current (Tsien et al.
1988). We therefore tested whether the two IHvAS showed similar differences in their
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inactivation. This was done by examining the effects of pre-pulses on currents evoked
by constant test pulses (Fig. 7). Pre-pulses slightly reduced the test currents,
regardless of whether these currents were IDHP or ,,,CgTX- The reduction had a
monotonous dependence on the amplitude of the pre-pulse, being more pronounced
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Fig. 6. Mixed HVA Ca2" currents and K+ currents recorded from two different cells in Ca2"
Ringer solution (Table 1). Patch pipettes were filled with K+ solution (Table 1). V½ was

-30 mV. The cells were studied after a short treatment with woCgTX in A and in the
presence of nifedipine in C. A and C, superimposed current traces evoked at potentials
ranging from -20 to 10 mV. The traces in a were composed of 'Ca and IK. In b, ICa was

eliminated by nifedipine (A) or by oCgTX (C). In c, ICa was estimated by subtracting the
traces in b from a. B and D, I-V relationships of Ca+IK (@) IK (HO1) and ICa (0) obtained
from data shown in A and C. Amplitudes of the currents were measured at the end of the
depolarization for 'Ca+1K and IK, and at the peak for Ca. A half-maximal current was

attained at about - 10 and 0 mV for IDHP and ',/CgTXI respectively.

at depolarized potentials (Fig. 7C). This suggests a voltage-dependent mechanism
for inactivation (Chad, 1989). The amount of inactivation was larger for 'DHP than
for J(uCgTX 200 ms of depolarization to 0 mV reduced 'DHP by 12 + 3% (mean+ s .E .M.,
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n = 6) and ,WCgTx by 7+2% (n = 5). The 'DHP of this cell was not facilitated by pre-
pulses (Fig. 7A), unlike DHP-sensitive Ca2+ channels of the heart (Lee, 1987) and
endocrine cell (Fenwick, Marty & Neher, 1982; Hosi, Rothlein & Smith, 1984).

Ca2+-dependent inactivation of 'DHP and I'CgTX
The decay of 'DHP was dramatically increased when Ca21 was used instead of Ba2+

as charged carrier (Fig. 8A). This inactivation differed in several respects from the
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Fig. 7. Voltage-dependent inactivation of IDHP and I,CgTx The two IHVAs were separated
pharmacologically in Ba2" solution. A double-pulse protocol was used. in which test pulses
to a constant potential (20 mV) were preceded by pre-pulses (V,re) with different
amplitudes. A and B, current traces evoked by the double-pulse protocol for IDH (A) and
I,CgTx (B). Current traces with and without pre-pulses were superimposed. The smaller
current traces are for cases with pre-pulses. C, relative amplitude of test currents, plotted
against potentials of pre-pulses, for I'DHP (@) and l.CgTX (X). Each data point represents
a mean+ S.E.M. of four to six experiments.

voltage-dependent inactivation discussed above. First, it was rapid; test current
decayed with a time constant of 36 + 5 ms at 0 mV (n = 7). Second, it was more

prominent; test currents were greatly (40-50 %) reduced by 200 ms long pre-pulses
to 0 mV. Finally, the reduction in IDHP was not monotonically dependent on pre-

pulse potential. The current was maximally reduced by pre-pulses to 10 to 20 mV

A

C
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(Fig. 8 C), a potential range where the current evoked by pre-pulses reached its
maximum. Pre-pulses to larger depolarization (Fig. 8 C) where the pre-pulse-current
was smaller caused less reduction. The dependence on permeant ion and the U-
shaped dependence on pre-pulse potential indicate that this inactivation is Ca2"
dependent (Chad, 1989).
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Fig. 8. Ca2" dependence of the inactivation of IDHP and '.CgTX The two IHVAS were
pharmacologically separated in Ca2+ solution (see Table 1). Vl was -30 mV. A and B,
superimposed current traces evoked with the double-pulse protocol for DHP (A) and 'WCgTX
(B). C, relative amplitudes of the currents plotted against potentials of pre-pulses (Vpre) for
IDHP (-) and ',)CgTX (-). Each data point represents a mean+S.E.M. of five experiments.

The decay of L0CgTx also was decreased in Ca2+ solution (Fig. 8B), although the
decay was significantly slower (T was larger than 100 ms) and smaller (10-20% than
that of IDHP- The inactivation of 1,(,cgTx also showed a U-shaped dependence on pre-
pulse potential, suggesting that it also was Ca2+ dependent. Recovery from Ca2+-
dependent inactivation in the case of'DHP was readily reversible, while that of1(ocgTx
was very slow and partly irreversible.
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Note that the inactivation time constant of 1DHP evoked by a pre-pulse to 0 or
10 mV was smaller than that at 30 mV (Fig. 8A), although the amplitude of current
at 0 or 10 mV was smaller. This phenomenon was seen in IDHP of every cell examined.
In contrast, the inactivation of ',WCgTX was fastest at 10 mV, where the amplitude
of the current is maximal (Fig. 8B).
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/DHP /OCgTXg0
-40 -20 -10 0 10 20 30 -40 -30(a 10mV

+ ~~~~~~~~~~2.0

Fig. 9. IDHP and I'CgTX carried with Ba2+, Sr2" and Ca2". The two IHVAS were
pharmacologically separated in Ba2l solution and recorded with the perforated patch
method. Bathing solutions were quickly superfused and sequentially changed to a Sr2+
and then to a Ca2+ solution (Table 1). VT' was -30 mV. A and C, superimposed current
traces of IDHP (A) or I'CgTX (C) in three solutions. B and D, I-V relationships in the three
solutions for IDHP (B) and ICgTX (D). IHVA evoked at 10 mV in Ca2+ solution was
normalized as 1. Each point represents a mean+ S.E.M. from four or five experiments.

IDHP and (,CgTX in different permeant ions
When considering 'LVA' Ca2+ carries larger currents than Ba2 , while, for IHVA'

Ba21 carries larger currents than Ca2+ (Carbone & Lux, 1987). The two
IHVAS' however, did not shown large relative differences in their dependence on the
charge carrier. The peak amplitudes of both IDHP and I,,cgTx were largest in Ba2+
solution and smallest in Ca2+ solution (Fig. 9A and C). If the amplitudes of currents
evoked at 10 mV are normalized with respect to the amplitudes measured in Ca21
solution, IDHP was 2X1 and 1X3 (n = 5) as large in Ba2+ and Sr2+, respectively. For the
case of 'I,CgTx these values were 1X8 and 1-2 (n = 4). The dependence of ILVA and
I'CgTx on charge carrier might mainly be due to the shift in the activation curve along
the voltage axis, because amplitudes of currents were not much affected at strong
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depolarizations (30 mV) (Fig. 9B and D). Further, a clear shift in the I-V relationship
was detected. Half-maximal IDHP was attained at - 17, -15 and -10 mV, for Ba2 ,
Sr2+ and Ca2+ solutions, respectively, and half-maximal I,CgTX was found at - 10, -6
and -2 mV. Note that rapid inactivation was only seen in Ca2+ solution, indicating
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Fig. 10. Blocking of IDHP (A) and I,CgTx (B) by metal ions. The two IHVAS were
pharmacologically separated and evoked at 20 mV in the Ca2+ solution. Metal ions of
different concentrations were sequentially applied. Amplitudes of currents before the
application of metal ions was taken as 1. Each point represents a value obtained from one
experiment. Gd3+ (aJ), La3+ (*), Cd2+ (0), Cu2+ (a), Mn2+ (K) and Ni2+ (@) were
examined. The dose-inhibition curves were fitted with equations: I = 1/(1 + [metal]2/Ki2)
for Gd3+ and I = 1/(1 + [metal]/Ki) for other metals. Ki values are given in the text.
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that Ca2"-dependent inactivation of both IDHP and ',eCgTX is very selective for Ca2`
in this cell.

Metal ion block of 'DHP and 1('CgTX
Although 'LVA and IHVA can be distinguished by their differential block by metal

ions such as Ni2+ and Cd2` (Tsunoo et al. 1986). the two IHVAs did not show substantial
difference in their sensitivitv to metal ions. Dose-inhibition curves obtained in Fig.
10 give concentrations for half-maximal block (Ki) as 39 nm for Gd3+, 92 nm for La3+,
1-4 ya=m for Cd2+. 71 ,UM for Cu2+, 85 4aM for Mn2+, and 230 /tM for Ni2+ for IDHP' For
'w,CgTX, these values were similar: 38 nm (Gd3+), 98 nmi (La3+), 1P0/M (Cd2+), 14 UM
(Cu2+), 190 /M (Alnn2+) and 270 /aM (Ni2+). The blocking effects of all metal ions except
Gd3+ developed immediately and were almost completely reversible. The effect of
Gd3+ was slow to develop, particularly at low concentrations (< 1 ,UM) and removal
of the effect was always incomplete, suggesting that Gd3+ permeated the plasma
membrane and acted from the inside of the cells.

Docherty (1988) reported that Gd3+ blocked only the inactivating 'HVA in the same
cell line; a half-effective dose for the inactivating current was about 1 aM and the
sustained current was not affected even at 50m/tm. In addition, in his hands, the effect
of Gdd3+ developed rapidly and quickly washed out. The origin of this discrepancy is
not known. However, the two experiments were done in considerably different ionic
environments: in particular, (1) we used 10 mm-HEPES for pH buffer. while he used
22-6 mM-bicarbonate and gassed with 5% CO2. (2) we used 10 mM-Ba2' as charge
carrier, while he used 2'5 mM-Ca2+ as charge carrier. It can be speculated that
bicarbonate buffer precipitated the metal ion and/or converted it to different ionic
forms. which are impermeable to plasma membranes. In Ca2+ solution. the block of
IHVA by Gd3+ might be seen as preferential reduction of inactivating component of
IHVA (N-current), since inactivation of IHVA is mainly Ca2+ dependent.

DHP sensitivity of IDHP
The actions of DHP compounds on IDHP were quantitatively examined. In the

experiment shown in Fig. 11, nifedipine reduced the current to 20% of control,
whereas Bay K 8644 augmented the current to 220% of control level. Bay K 8644
also shifted the I-V curve in the hyperpolarizing direction by about 10 mV (Fig. 11 C)
and slowed the tail currents (Fig. llA). Effects of both drugs were fully reversible,
although reversal took a long time. The half-effective dose of nifedipine required for
block was 8'2 nm and the block was maximal at 100 nm (Fig. lI D). These actions of
DHP compounds are very similar to those already reported in cardiac muscle,
although IDHP appears 10 times less sensitive to DHPs than is the DHP-sensitive
channel of cardiac muscle (Bean, 1984).
A small fraction (mean = 8 %) of the current separated using woCgTX was not

blocked by high concentrations of nifedipine. It is possible, however, that this
current flows through the same channels that carry the nifedipine-sensitive current,
because the amplitude of the resistant current is proportional to the amplitude of
IDHP This resistant current may be the counterpart of the DHP-sensitive current of
cardiac muscle at hyperpolarized Vh. which is not completely blocked by DHP
antagonists (Bean, 1984; Sanguinetti & Kass, 1984).
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wCgTX-sensitivity Of IDHP and 'WCgTX
The effect of wCgTX on ,WCgTX was quantitatively studied in 10 mm-Ba2+ solution

containing nifedipine. Figure 12 shows the time course of development of block by
coCgTX. The rate of current block depended upon toxin concentration, and could be
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Fig. 11. Effects of dihydropyridine compounds on the IDHP The IDHP was phar-
macologically separated and measured using the perforated patch method in Ba2+
solution (A-C). A, superimposed current traces before and during application of
nifedipine (5 ,UM, upper traces) and Bay K 8644 (5/tM, lower traces). A small inward
holding current appeared with Bay K 8644. B, time course of the effect of nifedipine and
Bay K on the IDHPevoked at 0 mV. C, I-V relationships during control, in the presence
of nifedipine and in the presence of Bay K 8644. D, dose-inhibition relationship of
nifedipine on the IDHP. Different symbols represent data taken from different cells. The
data point at 5/M is a mean + S.E.M. of twenty-one experiments. A smooth line was drawn
according to the equation: b = k/I + [nifedipine]/Km) + (1 - k), where b represents relative
amplitude of the current, Km = 8-2 nm and k = 0-92.

described by a single exponential function with time constants of 6, 65 and 605 s, for
10, 1 and 01 /tM, respectively. This indicates that wCgTX combines with a single
binding site on the channel with a rate constant of about 1P7 x 104 s-' m-l. The rate
constant is comparable to the one in chick DRG neurones (2 x 105 s-5 M-1 in a 2-5 mM-
Ba2+ solution, Aosaki & Kasai, 1989), considering the fact that toxin binding is
inhibited by a high concentrations of Ba2 , such as were used here (Cruz & Olivera,
1986; Abe & Saisu, 1987). No recovery was detected up to 1 h after wash-out of the
drug. This indicates a very high affinity constant and is consistent with woCgTX
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binding studies (Cruz & Olivera, 1986; Abe & Saisu, 1987). In most experiments, we
used very high concentrations of the toxin,in order to block the current quickly.
wCgTX reversibly blocked IDHP in a small population of the cells. Figure 12B

shows an extreme case where 50% of IHVA was reversibly affected by woCgTX. The
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Fig. 12. Effects of woCgTX on '¢gTX and IDHP. The two I,IVAs were pharmacologically
separated and evoked at 0 mV in Ba2+ solution. A, time courses of the block of I,,cgTx by
wCgTX at three different concentrations (0-1, 1 and 10 UM). Smooth lines were drawn
according to an equation: b = k exp (-a[4wCgTX] t) + (1 - k), where b represents relative
amplitude of the current, k amount of block and a an association rate of constant. The
values were k = 1 and a = 16 x 104 s-1 at 0 1 ,IM, k = 1 and a = 15 x 104 s-' at 1 ,UM, and
k = 0 92 and a = 2 x 104 s-' at 10 ,UM. B, reversible effect of w,)CgTX (5 /tM) on 'OHP' which
was mostly eliminated by nifedipine (5/Mm).

IHVA of this cell was mainly 'DHP since it was blocked by 92 % by nifedipine. This
indicates that part of IDHP is reversibly blocked by (oCgTX, as is the case in chick
DRG neurones (Kasai et al. 1987). However, reversible block of 'DHP by wOCgTX
was present in only a very small population (5%) of NG-108 cells and even in these
sensitive cells the amount of current reduction was very small (mean = 10%).

Effect of NV-ethylmaleimide on 'DHP and l'.CgTX
N-Ethylmaleimide is an agent that alkylates sulphydryl groups. We found that

NEM specifically augmented 'DHP' with 01 mm-NEM gradually increasing current
by up to 30% (at 0 mV). The facilitatory effect of NEM was sustained if application
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ofNEM was stopped after 60 s, while longer exposure to NEM tended to reduce the
current. The facilitatory effect ofNEM can be described as a hyperpolarizing shift of
the I-V curve (Fig. 13 C). Unlike Bay K 8644, NEM did not increase currents evoked
at stronger depolarizations or slow tail currents (Fig. 13D). At higher NEM
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Fig. 13. Effects of N-ethylmaleimide (NEM) on IDHP and I'CgTX* The two IHVAS were

pharmacologically separated and evoked at 0 mV in Ba2+ solution. A and B, time courses

of actions of NEM at different concentrations (0-1, 1 and 10 mM) on IDHP (A) and I'CgTx
(B). C, I-V relationship of I,DHP before and after a short treatment (30 s) ofNEM (0 1 mM).
D, superimposed current traces evoked at 0 mV before and after the short treatment with
NEM.

concentrations, IDHP was irreversibly reduced (Fig. 13A). In contrast, NEM reduced

I,CgTX at any concentration (Fig. 13B). These data indicate that the DHP-sensitive
channel has a cysteine moiety that reacts rapidly with NEM and that affects the
gating of the channel. Similar facilitatory effects of NEM on cardiac DHP-sensitive
channels have recently been reported (Nakajima, Irisawa & Giles, 1990).

Developmental changes in ILVA' IDHP and 'WCgTX

All of the experiments shown above were made in cells differentiated with
dibutyryl cyclic AMP or with prostaglandin El and theophylline. Some small IHVA
was sometimes recorded from undifferentiated cells, and quite large IHVA was

developed already after a mild differentiation (1-2 days). The IHVA in these early
days of differentiation was mostly IDHP (Fig. 14). It was not until 3 days after

A

0
C)
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differentiation that ',,CgTX was fully developed (Fig. 14). Thus, IDHP developed earlier
than ',CgTx during the course of dibutyryl cyclic AMP treatment. This parallels a
report showing that large ',,CgTX was developed after NGF treatment in PC12 cells
(Plummer et al. 1989). The amount of ILVA did not change appreciably during
development (Fig. 14).
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0
/LVA 'DHP /'CgTX 'LVA /DHP /'CgTX ILVA IDHP /(',CgTX
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with dibutyryl cAMP with dibutyryl cAMP

(n= 10) (n= 17) (n± 17)

Fig. 14. Development of the three Ca2+ channels of NG108-15 cells during differentiation
induced by dibutyryl cyclic AMP. The amplitude of ILVA was measured at a peak current
evoked at -30 mV from VTh of -60 mV and that of IHVA at a peak evoked at 20 mV from
Vh of -40 mV. IDHP and 4.CgTX were identified either with nifedipine or wCgTX. The
amplitudes of the current were normalized with respect to membrane capacitance. Bars
show S.E.M.

DISCUSSION

Pharmacological classes of vertebrate neuronal Ca2+ channels
We have examined the properties ofIHVA in the neuroblastoma-glioma hybrid cell

line, NG108-15. IHVA has been classified into two components based on sensitivity to
dihydropyridine (DHP) compounds and wo-conotoxin GVIA (wOCgTX): one com-
ponent (IDHP) is selectively and reversibly blocked with the DHP antagonist,
nifedipine (Kd = 8 nM), while the other (V&cgTx) is selectively blocked by wCgTX in an
irreversible manner. These findings indicate that the two IHVAS are carried by
different Ca21 channel molecules. This type of heterogeneity of Ca2` channels is likely
to be general in vertebrate species, since the same pharmacological distinction has
been found in neuronal cells of chick (Kasai et al. 1987; Aosaki & Kasai, 1989), rat
(Plummer et al. 1989; Regan et al. 1991) and human (Carbone et al. 1990).
The two IHVAS studied here do not fit into the classification scheme proposed for

chick DRG neurones by Tsien et al. (1988). Although both IDHP and 'L-type current'
are blocked by DHP antagonists, IDHP is resistant to wjCgTX while 'L-type current'
is not (Fox et al. 1987 a). In addition, IDHP shows prominent inactivation in Ca2+
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solution, while 'L-type current' is not (Tsien et al. 1988). Although both I,'CgTx and
N-type current' were blocked by wCgTX, ',wCgTX shows small inactivation, unlike
'N-type' current. Indeed, 'WCgTX was recorded at a depolarized holding potential
(Vh) which should completely inactivate 'N-type' current (Fox et al. 1987a).
Many studies have used inactivation properties to separate IHVA into two

components (see for example, Fox et al. 1987 a; Kostyuk, Shuba & Savchenko, 1988;
Docherty, 1988). None of these studies systematically investigated the effects of
DHP antagonists on the inactivation-resistant component of IHVA. Moreover,
oCgTX often irreversibly affected both current components. It is therefore evident
that 'L-type' and 'N-type' currents separated by inactivation are not necessarily
correlated with the currents separated on the basis of their pharmacological
properties. For example, IHVA of the NG108-15 cell was classified into 'L-type' and
'N-type'in a Ca2" solution (Docherty, 1988). However, in our hands, the inactivating
'N-type' current is mainly a component of IDHP that is inactivated by a Ca'+-
dependent mechanism (Fig. 8A). As a result of the differences in the definitions,
properties of 'L-type' and 'N-type' currents reported in the earlier studies (Tsien
et al. 1988) are essentially deviated from those of 'DHP and I,CgTx in their major
properties: activation, inactivation and modulation by a GTP-binding protein (see
below and Kasai, 1992).

A'on-selective effects of woCqTX
wCgTX affects Ca21 channel currents other than 'wCgTx in a partial and reversible

way in NG108-15 cells. Partial and reversible block of 'DHP has also been reported
for rat retinal ganglion cells (Karschin & Lipton, 1989) and chick DRG neurones
(Kasai et al. 1987). In chick DRG neurones, DHP-sensitive single-channel currents
were either reversibly blocked with woCgTX or insensitive to the toxin (Aosaki &
Kasai, 1989). In muscle cells, no effect of oCgTX on 'DHP has been detected
(AIcCleskey, Fox, Feldman, Cruz, Olivera & Tsien, 1987). It is likely that a subtype
of DHP-sensitive channel is reversibly blocked by woCgTX. Plummer et al. (1989) and
Jones & Marks (1989) have also reported a partial and reversible effect of aCgTX
on IHVA However, the nature of the current was not clear, since they did not examine
sensitivities to DHPs. ILVA was also reversibly blocked by coCgTX in chick DRG
neurones (McClesky et al. 1987; Kasai & Aosaki, 1987) and in NG108-15 cells (H.
Kasai unpublished observation).
The fact that woCgTX blocks 'DHP and 'LVA as well as I.cgTx with similar time

courses (Fig. 12B; Aosaki & Kasai, 1989) indicates that the specificity of the action
of coCgTX on l,,CgTx is ascribed to its unmeasurably low dissociation rate, whereas the
association rates are similar among these channels (Aosaki & Kasai, 1989). It could
be speculated that wCgTX blocks eoCgTX-sensitive channels in such a way that the
toxin first combines with a site common to many Ca21 channels, followed by a
transition to a specific binding site associated with a conformational change in the
toxin. Two binding sites with different affinities for wCgTX have been found in rat
brain (Abe, Hayakawa, Yamaguchi, Morita, Saisu & Mitsui, 1986).
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Non-specific effects ofDHP compounds
DHP compounds are known to have blocking effects on other molecules, when

used at high concentrations. For instance, block of ILVA has been reported in
hippocampal pyramidal cells (Akaike, Kostyuk & Osipchuk, 1989) and in NG108-15
cells (H. Kasai, unpublished observation). Block of I'CgTx by a DHP agonist was
reported in chick DRG neurones (Boll & Lux, 1985; Kasai et al. 1987; Aosaki &
Kasai, 1989) and frog sympathetic neurones (Jones & Jacobs, 1990). Furthermore,
DHPs also block Na+ and K+ currents (Jones & Jacobs, 1990) and agonist binding
to muscarinic and a-adrenergic receptors (Thayer, Welcome, Chhabra & Fairhurst,
1985). These effects occur at DHP concentrations of a few micromolar, which is more
than a hundred times larger than required for block of IDHP in the NG108 cell.

Activation gating
In order to compare the activation gating of the two IHVAS, the data shown in Figs

4 and 5 were fitted with the Hodgkin-Huxley model and the parameters (n. and r)
describing voltage dependence and kinetics were obtained (Fig. 15). Four major
differences were found. (1) no, takes its half-maximal value at a potential 16 mV more
hyperpolarized in IDHP than in 'wCgTx* (ii) The slope of n. is less steep in IDHP than
in ,,CgTx' (iii) T is two times smaller in IDHP than in ,,'CgTX (iv) r reaches its
maximum at a potential 20 mV more hyperpolarized in IDHP than in 'CgTx.

It is important to note that all these differences cause IDHP to be activated at
smaller depolarizations than for activation of I,CgTx. In addition, these differences
are amplified by the fact that IDHP can be activated at a potential which is
subthreshold for the activation of voltage-dependent K+ currents (Fig. 6). These
observations suggest that IDHP is more likely involved in generation of Ca2+ spikes
and Ca2+ plateau potentials. Indeed, DHP compounds altered the threshold for Ca2+
spike generation in rat hippocampal pyramidal cells (Gaehwiler & Brown, 1987). On
the other hand, 'w,,CgTx is more specialized in Ca2+ influx triggered by Na+ spikes. This
feature of I,,CgTx seems more appropriate for a Ca2+ channel that regulates
neurotransmitter release (see below), since Ca2+ spikes should not be triggered by
fluctuations of membrane potential at presynaptic terminals.
The difference in the activation gating of IDHP and ,wCgTx may be common in

vertebrate species. Two of the properties listed above, (i) and (ii), have also been
noted in chick DRG neurones (Kasai et al. 1987; Aosaki & Kasai, 1989), in rat
primary neurones (Regan et al. 1991) and in human neuroblastoma cell (Carbone et
al. 1990). On the other hand, it has been surmised (Tsien et al. 1988) that the 'L-type
current' had higher activation threshold than the 'N-type current'. This obvious
discrepancy is due to differences in the criteria used for current separation.

Mechanisms of inactivation
The properties of the inactivation of IDHP are similar to those reported for the

DHP-sensitive current of muscle (Lee, Marban & Tsien, 1985). Those channels are
equipped with two mechanisms of inactivation: one voltage dependent and the other
Ca2+ dependent. The latter is characterized by (1) relief by strong depolarization, (2)
selectivity toward Ca2+ over Sr2+ and Ba2 , (3) attenuation of inactivation by
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intracellular buffers (Chad, 1989). We have shown that inactivation of IDHP in Ca2+
solution fulfilled the first two criteria.
The ,WCgTX was also equipped with both inactivation mechanisms, although the

voltage-dependent inactivation was small (Figs 1 and 7). The Ca2+-dependent

A

(ms)

B

(ms)

DHP-sensitive Ca2+ channel

1.0

0.5 n_

0.0

Membrane potential (mV)

cCgTX-sensitive Ca2, channel

-80 -60 -40 -20 0
Membrane potential (mV)

20 40

1.0

0.5 n_

0.0

Fig. 15. Voltage dependence of the activation gating of DHP-sensitive (A) and w)CgTX-
sensitive (B) Ca2+ channels. The data were analysed using a m2 Hodgkin-Huxley model.
Values of - (0) at potentials smaller than -30 mV were obtained from tail currents (Fig.
4C (and those at potentials larger than -30 mV from the activation time courses (Fig.
4A). Values for the activation (0) were obtained from the activation curves (Fig. 5).
Smooth lines were drawn according to equations: T = I/((a +,8), n., = /3/(a +fl), a =
(V- Vm)/[exp{(V- Vm)/k}-1] and f = C'exp (V/k'), where V represents membrane

potential, a, closing rate constant, and /J, opening rate constant. The parameters were
Vm = -8124, k = 9-005, k' = 31-4, C = 0-0398 and C' = 0.99 for IDHP and Vm =17-19,
k = 15-22, k' = 23-82, C = 0-03856 and C' = 0-3842 for I,CgTX*
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inactivation of ,,,CgTX appears to be different from that of IDHP' even though both
were studied in the same neuronal cells. Ca2+-dependent inactivation of IwCgTX is
slower to develop and recover. Inactivation of lwCgTX in chick DRG neurones is more
prominent and does not depend so much on divalent species (Kasai & Aosaki, 1988).
Apparently, there is diversity in Ca2+-dependent inactivation mechanisms.

In the case ofIDHP we found a pronounced anomaly in the time course of the Ca2+_
dependent inactivation (Fig. 8). A similar anomaly in Ca2+-dependent inactivation
was found for Ca2+ currents of a molluscan neurone and was interpreted to indicate
that the inactivation was induced by a local rise in [Ca2+]i beneath the internal
mouth of each single channel and that the rise in Ca2+ was higher at hyperpolarized
membrane potentials where the driving force for Ca2+ influx was larger (Chad &
Eckert, 1984). A similar anomaly was reported for IDHP of an endocrine cell (Plant,
1988), while it was not seen in 'CgTX of NG108-15 (Fig. 8) or chick DRG neurones
(Kasai & Aosaki, 1988; Aosaki & Kasai, 1989). This might be related to the fact
that wCgTX-sensitive channels are often extremely clustered (Fox et al. 1987b;
Aosaki & Kasai, 1989), and that the local rise in Caa2+ parallels with amplitude of
macroscopic I,,CgTx rather than that of single I,CgTx (Augustine, Charlton & Smith,
1987).

Localization of the channels
The two HVA currents are unevenly distributed in neuronal membranes. First,

they are differently distributed among types of neurones. IHVA of rat retinal ganglion
cells is mostly composed of IDHP (Karschin & Lipton, 1989), whereas IHVA of the
chick DRG neurones is predominantly I'CgTx (Aosaki & Kasai, 1989). IHVA of
cerebellar Purkinje cells has little I,CgTx (see below). Secondly, even within a single
cell type the relative abundance of the two IHVA components varies widely (Aosaki
& Kasai, 1989; this study). The functional significance of this variability has not been
explored.
The two HVA Ca2+ channels seem to be segregated even within a single neurone. In

most synapses, neurotransmitter release is partly blocked by wCgTX but not by
DHP antagonists (Kerr & Yoshikami, 1984; Kamiya, Sawada & Yamamoto, 1988;
Hirning, Fox, McClesky, Olivera, Thayer, Miller & Tsien, 1988; but see Lindgren &
Moore, 1989). This indicates that the wCgTX-sensitive channels are more often
localized in presynaptic release sites than the DHP-sensitive channels. Two
properties of the wCgTX-sensitive channel may make it more suitable than the DHP-
sensitive channel may make it more suitable than the DHP-sensitive channel for
triggering neurotransmitter release. Firstly, its higher activation threshold prevents
autonomous firing of the presynaptic terminal (see above). Secondly, it can be
inhibited by neurotransmitters (Kasai & Aosaki, 1989; Kasai, 1992), which is likely
to be an important mechanism for presynaptic inhibition (Lipscombe, Kongsamut &
Tsien, 1989). Preferential localization of DHP-sensitive Ca2+ channels in proximal
dendrites of CAl pyramidal cells have been reported (Westenbroek, Ahlijanian &
Catterall, 1990). Those DHP-sensitive channels may be used in generating dendritic
Ca2+ spikes.
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Biochemical entities of vertebrate Ca2+ channels
Our pharmacological classification of two types ofHVA currents is consistent with

recent biochemical studies. Firstly, monoclonal antibodies which immunopre-
cipitated most of brain DHP binding sites did not significantly precipitate woCgTX
binding sites (Abe et al. 1989; Westenbroek et al. 1990). Secondly, in chick and rat

TABLE 2. Classes of Ca2+ channels in vertebrate neurones
DHP woCgTX

lVA sensitive sensitive Others

Dihvdropyridine (DHP) +
w-Conotoxin GVIA (woCTX) +
Single-channel conductance (pS) 8 25 13
Activation threshold (mV) -50 -30 -20
Inactivation mechanisms Voltage Voltage and Ca2+

dependent dependent
Inhibition by a G-protein + + +

brain, o.)CgTX was cross-linked to two proteins (Abe & Saisu, 1987; Cruz, Imperial,
Johnson & Olivera, 1987) with molecular weights significantly larger than that of
DHP receptors (MacKenna, Koch, Slish & Schwartz, 1990).
The functional differences between the two classes of channels imply structural

dissimilarities between the two channels. Those are the functional domains for (1)
DHP binding, (2) o.*CgTX binding, (3) alkylation by NEM, (4) activation gating, (5)
inactivation gating, (6) Ca2+-dependent inactivation, (7) Ca2+ carrying capacity, and
(8) the regulation by a GTP-binding protein. In spite of differences in many parts of
the channels, the structure essential for ion selectivity may be similar, since the two
HVA Ca2+ channels are very similar in their selectivities among different divalent
cations and in blocking action by different metal ions.

Functional classes of vertebrate neuronal Ca2` channels
The classes of HVA Ca2+ channels show pronounced differences in both

development and function. The major characteristics of the two channels appear to
be conserved in neurones of different species. It is therefore reasonable to think that
the oCgTX-sensitive and DHP-sensitive channels belong to separate functional
species. Major properties of the three Ca2+ channels are listed in Table 2.
Most of the IHVA in NG108-15 cells and in chick DRG neurones is either sensitive

to DHP or sensitive to wCgTX. In other mammalian neurones, however, a
substantial component ofIHVA is resistant to both antagonists (Plummer et al. 1989).
The resistant IHVA is differently distributed among different acutely dissociated
central and peripheral neurones (Regan et al. 1991). One extreme example is the
cerebellar Purkinje cell, where most of the current falls into this class (Llinas,
Sugimori, Lin & Cherlsey, 1988; Lin, Rudy & Llina's, 1990). Presumably there must
be at least one additional pharmacological class of HVA Ca2+ channel. On the other
hand, it is known that a single point mutation can eliminate TTX sensitivity from
a Na+ channel without affecting its gating properties (Noda, Suzuki, Numa &
Stuihmer, 1989).
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Recently, rat brain cDNAs homologous to the x,-subunit of muscle DHP-sensitive
Ca2" channels were cloned and grouped into four major classes (Snutch, Leonard,
Gilbert & Lester, 1990). It is of importance to know how these biochemical
classifications correlate with those deduced from functional and pharmacological
evidence. Better characterization of neuronal Ca2+ channels, based on a precise
pharmacology, is necessary to clarify functional and molecular properties of brain
Ca2+ channels. NG108-15 cells represent a good system to both survey actions of
various drugs on specific classes of Ca2+ channel currents and to elucidate their
molecular characteristics.
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